Phantomlike elastomer simulations do not always deform globally affinely in the way that classical theory predicts. Assuming that each crosslink will deform affinely with its topological neighbors gives much better results, and creates a way to isolate crosslinks with unpredictable deformation properties. The correlation of non-affinities and network properties depends on the constitutive model and boundary condition used. We always find a correlation between local density of crosslinks and degree of non-affinity.
INTRODUCTION
The assumption that elastomers will deform affinely everywhere if the boundary deforms affinely ("global affinity") is often made [11, 9] . Recent experiments [4, 23, 22, 21, 28] have shown that these networks do not deform globally affinely at scales below a chain length. This difference between the deformation at the largest scales and at the smallest is considered by J.E. Mark [18] to be "one of the central problems in rubberlike elasticity". Non-affinity for some materials can be partially explained by variations in chain stiffness [12] . Other proposed causes include crosslink density [16, 3, 4, 23, 7, 21, 25, 26, 17, 6, 27, 10, 6] , chain reorientation [20, 8] , finite extensibility [22, 2, 1] , strain-induced crystallization [14, 2, 1] , and interchain excluded volume terms [25, 19, 26, 27] . It is likely is that there are many different simultaneous causes.
A hypothesis proposed here is that these networks will deform topologically locally affinely ("locally affinely"). This means connected crosslinks deform affinely together, while crosslinks that are in the near neighborhood and unconnected may not. Given a crosslink in an elastomer network, there will be many more unconnected crosslinks than connected in the geometrically local vicinity. Affinity and network property correlations of affinity are studied here for models with and without intrachain excluded volume terms. We also test models with and without finite extensibility. All models tested here neglect interchain effects.
THEORY
We use simulations with five different energy models and two different boundary conditions (10 total cases) focused at the scale of the individual crosslink. Our network is randomly generated with 1000 crosslinks and 1998 chains within a unit cube-crosslinks have functionality 3 or 4. The simulation method is incapable of capturing interchain interactions. The Fixed boundary condition constrains all of the crosslinks within a small distance from the outside edge; the Free boundary condition constrains crosslinks at the bottom and top of the cube, but leaves the crosslinks along the sides free and does not preserve incompressibility-this creates a network that looks like it is experiencing necking. (See Figure 1.) For each of the constitutive model equations below, A is the Helmholtz free energy and r is the length of an individual chain. The benchmark model is the Entropic Spring relationship, as given by Equation 1. For the Fixed condition and this model, interior crosslinks deform perfectly 2) is the Langevin Spring [13] . We minimize computational cost by finding β using a series approximation to the Langevin equation. The Langevin Spring model captures finite extensibility effects, but-like Entropic Spring-the equilibrium chain length is zero. Our Real Chain model (Equation 3) uses a self-avoiding walk length distribution as shown in Rubinstein and Colby [24] in Section 3.2 to generate finite-length chains at equilibrium. The final two models define the reference as the zero-energy state and measure the energy change as a departure. The first such model is the Self-Avoiding Gaussian (Equation 4) [12, 16, 8, 11] . These chains have intrachain excluded volume interactions; the generated network is the zero-energy state and is not zero-volume. The Excluded Volume Quadratic relationship (Equation 5) also captures some strain-stiffening. The five equations are:
where k is the Boltzmann constant, T is the temperature (assumed to be constant), g is the number of Kuhn lengths in the chain [15] , b is length of a Kuhn segment, r 0 is the original length of the chain and µ is a constant that contains thermal and chain stiffness information. We've chosen to use Flory's estimate of the fractal dimension of a real chain, so that ν = 0.588.
A crosslink deforms affinely if its new vector position
! v x can be given by
where F is a second-order tensor, [5] of the generated networks without deformation. The new configurations are found by minimizing the network energy after deformation using the free crosslink positions.
DISCUSSION

Global Affinity Within Elastomer Networks
We define a global affinity error ! " global for each crosslink that is equal to the difference in position between the crosslink in its deformed state ! v x and the position the crosslink would have had if it had deformed from its reference position ! v X with the same affine deformation tensor F used to deform the boundary nodes. The distance is normalized by the average undeformed length of a chain in the network; each error is then in percent of chain lengths. The formula is
where ! v R is the average reference length of the chains. The global network affinity ! " global is then just the mean crosslink affinity error ! " global for each case. The global affinity assumption only applies when the boundaries deform affinely; we focus here on the Fixed boundary condition only. Table 1 shows the network percent ! " global each of the simulations is from globally affine. The Entropic Spring model is the only model without non-affinities. For Langevin, the mean deformed length was 21% longer than the reference length, and the maximum deformed length was 77%. The longest chains did not have the strongest correlation to non-affinity. We found that finite extensibility and intrachain excluded volume terms were the strongest contributors. The highly non-affine crosslinks are distributed spatially throughout the network. These trends are true both for cases that include finite extensibility but neglect intrachain excluded volume, and vice versa.
Local Affinity Within Elastomer Networks
To explore local affinity, we examined both the previous test cases and the Free boundary condition cases. We first find the original average position of a connected set of crosslinks and use this position as 
We find the components of ! F local for each connected crosslink i by minimizing
Once the local affine deformation matrix ! F local is defined for each crosslink, the error in local affinity ! " local is defined as
and the network error ! " local is the mean of all of the crosslink ! " local .
An examination of Table 1 shows that the average network errors for the locally affine cases run between 2 percent and 12 percent of a chain length (compared to 6 to 74 percent in the global case). The Free boundary condition cases were not expected to deform affinely. Image results (not included here due to space constraints) show that there are no crosslinks more than one chain length from their locally affine positions and many crosslinks are more than one chain from their globally affine positions. The non-deforming crosslinks are scattered throughout the volumes.
An examination of the global versus local cases reveals that any method that assumes the entire network will deform affinely-even a method with energy models that neglect intrachain excluded volume interactions-will have large errors at the crosslink deformation level. By
Constitutive Model
Boundary Condition contrast, assuming that a crosslink will deform affinely with its topological neighbors results in much smaller errors. One limitation of this study is that we have made no attempt to find large groups of crosslinks that are deforming affinely together, since the local affinity error depends only on nearest neighbors. Another limitation is that we also make no attempt to discover whether the crosslinks that are not deforming the least locally affinely are topological neighbors.
Correlations of Affinity With Various Elastomer Network Properties
The most likely non-affinity causing properties were the original orientation and length of the chains, and the original local density of the crosslinks. In this work we define the local crosslink density as the number of crosslinks within one average chain length. A chain is determined to be non-affine if the local affine deformation matrices ! F local for its two crosslinks are significantly different. The metric τ is
(10) where A is the difference between the two ! F local matrices. A chain is flagged as a non-affine chain if its τ value is more than one standard deviation above the mean of τ.
We created a histogram for each property and keep track of both the total number of chains and the number of non-affine chains that go in each bin. For the original length of the chains this is straightforward. For the original orientation of the chains, we take the dot product of the reference chain orientation with the primary stretching axis as a measure of how aligned each chain is with that axis. For the local density measurement, we define each chain's density as the average of the crosslink densities for the two crosslinks at its endpoints. The density of each crosslink is the number of other crosslinks within one average chain length. After we have created each histogram, we create a line graph plotting the percentage of chains in each bin that are non-affine. Unfortunately, the images cannot be shown here due to space constraints. The total number of chains and the percentage of chains that are non-affine have been calculated for each bin. Note that there may be very few chains within a bin on the histogram, and that this affects the interpretation of the percentage.
None of the cases tested here demonstrate the strong correlation between non-affinity and alignment with the stretching axis suggested by Chandran, et al. [9] . If anything, there may be a slight tendency for Self-Avoiding Gaussian, Excluded Volume Quadratic or Langevin Spring chains oriented about 45 degrees from the stretching axis to deform non-affinely. However, since only 4 to 10 percent of the chains at about 45 degrees from the stretching axis are non-affine and the trend does not hold across all of the test energy models, we assume no relationship between direction and affinity for these phantomlike network simulations.
Another suggestion in the literature is that non-affinity occurs because of the finite extensibility of chains in the network-that chains that are longer will be more likely to deform non-affinely because the energy cost for stretching is too high, and other chains must then take up the task of deforming to carry the stress [23, 2, 1] . For the cases tested here, only the Langevin Spring energy model attempted to capture the finite extensibility of chains in the network. However, even for this case we don't see an increase in non-affinity with chain length. If anything, there is a trend across all of these cases for the shorter chain lengths to deform nonaffinely. The histogram for reference crosslink density is skewed heavily toward the center, with only 1 to 11 chains in the bin for highest density. The next highest density bin has between 18 and 109 chains for all of the cases tested here. An examination of the results, keeping in mind that there are very few chains in the highest density bins, shows that density is correlated with non-affinity across all of the tests except for the Real Chain model with the Free boundary condition: 10 to 23 percent of the chains that have the highest local density metrics are nonaffine.
The correlation of density with non-affinity in the literature is associated with local stiffness variations. That effect is not expected to be at work here since we are neglecting interchain excluded volume terms. One possible explanation for the density effect in this network model is that clusters of shorter chains in the more dense regions may be able to freely rotate to carry more of the load without having to stretch. Since the energy models depend only on the length of the chains, this means that a lower energy configuration can be achieved by rotating these shorter chains.
CONCLUSIONS
The affinity assumption for elastomer networks holds only in simulations that use the Entropic Spring model with perfectly affine boundary deformations. Simulations with other energy models and/or boundary conditions should calibrate with exact in order to quantify the potential error. A coarse-grained method assuming topologically-connected parts of the network will deform affinely should have better accuracy than one based on geometric regions. Non-affinities tend to occur where the crosslinks are the densest. This result has been explained by stiffness due to monomer packing. However, these simulations do not include monomer-packing effects, and also show a correlation between local crosslink density and non-affinities within the network. Further experimentation needs to be done to determine if there is a cause for the density-affinity correlation that applies both to phantomlike network models and physical elastomer networks.
